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WINTER EDITION 2019 

CAISTOR RUNNING CLUB NEWSLETTER 

CLUB CONTACT INFORMATION 

Website:     www.caistorrunningclub.com 

Enquiries:   caistor.running.club@gmail.com 

Kit Sales:    mjkw2000@gmail.com 

Newsletter: CRCrunningtimes@gmail.com 

 @CaistorRC 

W elcome to the Winter edition of  The Caistor Running Times! 

A big thank you to everyone who has taken the time to send in a 

contribution or suggestion, without them it wouldn’t happen. 

In this bumper Christmas edition we have some regular features and fantastic 

runners accounts, a yummy recipe and an interview with a local legend…… 

Caught on camera is a feature to sum up in photos some of the events CRC 

have attended in recent months, I particularly enjoy looking through them, 

there are so many to choose from! 

Dark winter nights are here, so make a brew or pour a glass 

and have a read through. 

Enjoy your running,  remember the club motto: “ Run for Fun! ” 

Broughton Burn 10K September 1st 

CAUGHT ON CAMERA….. 

Saxilby 5K September 8th 
Great North Run, September 8th Club Run Pelhams Pillar, 

5th September 

Emma x 
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ABP Humber Coastal Half Marathon, September 15th 

Nunns  Lincolnshire Wolds 10, September 22nd 
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Welcome to the fourth edition of ‘Captain’s Corner’. With each issue it gets more difficult to highlight the 

achievements of the club without disregarding the achievements of the many members of the club - this edition is 

no different. 

We’ll let you peek behind the curtain and tell you that we usually start off by recapping the events that CRC 

members have participated in in recent months since the last newsletter; in under one minute we had complied a 

list of over 20 events. Each of these events contain many achievements for or from someone at Caistor Running 

Club. We have The Wolds Ten, ABP Coastal Half Marathon, Gruesome Twosome (both the 10km and the half 

marathon), Worksop Half Marathon, Brigg 10km, Deepdale Dash, York Marathon (and 10 mile variant), Chester 

Marathon (metric and full), Round Rotherham Ultra, Maravan, Rother Valley 10km, parkruns, various cross 

country events… and the list goes on. 

Achievements come in many forms and differ for each of us. The first – hopefully annual – Caistor Running Club 

Awards night earlier this month highlighted some of the achievements that we have seen as a club so far in 2019. 

Many thanks to the whole of the social committee and everyone else who helped with the planning, preparations, 

organising and sponsoring. It was a fabulous evening and a great addition to the event calendar. 

To help give an insight as to how difficult it is for us to narrow down achievements, just this last weekend 

(23rd/24th Nov.) we had CRC runners at parkrun, the Doncaster 10km (won by our own Nick Martin), and a whole 

battalion representing the club colours at Maravan. For the four of you who perhaps do not know what the     

Maravan event is; it is a weekend of running around the Haven Thorpe Park caravan park in the Humberston 

Fitties, Cleethorpes. Saturday hosts a full marathon and the 4-person relay, both of which are run over seven laps 

of a 3.7 mile course – it usually works out a shade long, but better to be safe than sorry! Sunday gives you the 

option of either a half marathon or a marathon, many people even double up and run two marathons over the 

weekend. 

CRC entered multiple teams into the relay event on Saturday with a healthy collection of marathon runners too, 

with some members making their Maravan debuts. Andy Byatt (2nd overall) and Rowan Booth (2nd female). Sarah 

Wells, Mark Kidd, Helen Shillings, and Andrew Reynolds (Team HAMS) were not only 1st in the mixed category but 

3rd overall. In tough and wet conditions many runners put in tremendous performances with a personal highlight 

witnessing Clive Knight’s sprint finish. Clive was running the anchor leg for his team who had joined him to run the 

final section of his lap with him but they couldn’t keep up he was going so fast. 

Sunday saw Andy Byatt, Rod Burton, Fiona Craig, Chris Ramsay, Mike Wells, and Kath Young line up to take part in 

their second marathon in two days, joined on the start line by Claire Byatt, Helen Shillings, Will Frame, and Harry 

Storr. Will and Harry were making their marathon debuts. Helen put in another amazing performance and was 1st 

female finisher, with Mike being 2nd overall and cementing his 2nd place for the weekend over the double. Harry 

Storr was 4th in his first marathon, and Claire Byatt took over 30 minutes off her pervious marathon PB. 

Over in the half marathon there was a Caistor one-two in the female category, with a Jayne White win and 

Hannah Smith 2nd – setting a new PB in the process. The men were well represented with Gary Smith making his 

half marathon debut – breaking two hours – and Chris Mather out for a ‘recovery’ half marathon after doing the 

full on Saturday. 

 

CAPTAIN’S CORNER….. By David Mannion and Helen Shillings 
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There are a few other achievements that warrant a mention… 

• We have Mike Wells who has recently completed eight years of run-streaking: 28,944 miles in 2,922 days 

(plus another 53+ over the Maravan weekend alone!), and the mileage continues to grow! As does the 

inspiration he gives to others. Andrew Reynolds, Helen Shillings, Claire Byatt have all recently reached one 

year of run-streaking. 

• Fran Allison complete her comeback half marathon at Worksop; this follows her injury earlier in the year. 

Fran’s positive outlook and approach towards a significant injury should be an inspiration to all. 

• There were new Gruesome Twosome club records set in both the male and mixed categories over the half 

marathon distance. 

• Andy Byatt and Moira Westley have each set new PBs over all standard long distance running distances, 

setting 5km, 10km, 10 mile, half marathon and marathon courses alight. Plus an ultra each, to boot.  

• There are too many PBs to mention individually, but we know that each one means something to each 

and every one of you. 

There’s a name that’s not been mentioned yet that has become a regular feature in Captain’s Corner.. Rob 

Payne. We are sure you are aware of how good a runner he is, but are you aware that during his 24hr track race 

(yes, running laps of an athletics track for 24 hours) he qualified for Team GB and is likely to be heading with the 

British team to the European 24hr Championships next year? He s currently number 1 in the rankings for British 

athletes in 2019 and in the top 20 in the world. A fantastic achievement. 

A final note 

Safety first. Be safe, be seen. Hi-viz and headtorches are essential items to winter running and layering up is 

advisable too. Check the weather and dress accordingly. 

 

Upcoming Events 

Prom Race Series at Cleethorpes Prom – watch out for details via Facebook 

Keelby Santa Run –7th December 2019 https://www.facebook.com/events/725903857866332/ 

Waterways 30 – 25th Jan 2020   https://www.hobopace.co.uk/waterway-30/ 
 
Dukeries 10 – 22nd Feb 2020 https://www.hobopace.co.uk/dukeries-10/ 

Dukeries 30/40 – 9th May 2020 https://www.hobopace.co.uk/dukeries-30-40/ 

Sting in the Tail – 5th July 2020 with entries opening 6th December 

Barton Cross Country -19th January 2020 https://www.sportsentrysolutions.com/new_race_page.php?
recordID=201295 

Lincs County Cross Country Championships at Biscathope - 5th January 2020 (please contact Nick Martin or 

ourselves to express /enter in this event) 

National Cross Country Champs at Wollaton Park, Notts - 22nd Feb 2020  

Run your heart out Valentines 10km (Scunthorpe) - 9th February 2020 https://resultsbase.net/event/4896 

https://www.facebook.com/events/725903857866332/
https://www.hobopace.co.uk/waterway-30/
https://www.hobopace.co.uk/dukeries-10/
https://www.hobopace.co.uk/dukeries-30-40/
https://www.sportsentrysolutions.com/new_race_page.php?recordID=201295
https://www.sportsentrysolutions.com/new_race_page.php?recordID=201295
https://resultsbase.net/event/4896
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The CRC Awards Night 2019 by Chris Hewis 

On the evening of Friday 15th November 2019, many CRC members headed to the Town Hall to be at the first awards 

presentation event. As the club has grown, it became clear that it would be appropriate for more people to be congratulated 

and rewarded for their efforts in all aspects of what CRC do. The social team worked extremely hard during the afternoon 

and transformed the hall into a colourful, classy, Oscars style theatre, complete with table lights, balloons, red carpet and a 

table full of gleaming new trophies, many of which had been kindly sponsored by local businesses.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The award for volunteering, sponsored by Tape 2 Tape, was jointly won by Rachel Taylor and Paul Dickens for the 

number of times they were Last Runner volunteers on club runs, combined with their volunteering roles at Tape 2 

Tape events.  

2. The award for the annual competition, which for 2019 was Tops On Tour photographs, was won by Sally Uren for her 

incredible picture of her leaping from a hot air balloon. The two runners up pictures were Katie Griffiths and Mark & 

Mandy Bunce.  

3. The Bfit Lincs Gym award for best leap in 2019 was won by Chris Ramsay. The two runners up were Chris Mather, and 

Jo Ramsay. 

4. The award for the best fancy dress running outfit, voted for by the club members, was won by a jubilant Chris Mather 

for his Chick. 

5. The award for the outstanding member from this year’s beginners course, sponsored by Systematic Print 

Management Ltd,  was awarded to Clive Knights, who has gone on to be a dedicated regular runner over increasing 

distances. 

6. The Walking Group Award. Winner: Kate Hancock.  “After only starting this year, shows admirable determination, and 

is walking quicker and further.” Other nominations, John Young, for The Woodsman 50 miler and Sue Burton for 

dedication to the group. 

7. Metres To Miles sponsored trophies for a male and female Grand prix, where our statisticians calculated an 

accumulated time for a 5k, 10k and half marathon. The winner of the female award was Tracey Fearn (2h 30m 33s), 

with   Helen Shillings (2h 34m 24s) the runner up. The male trophy was awarded to Rob Payne (2h 10m 48s) and the 

runner up was Andy Byatt (2h 24m 26s). 

8. The Gold medal and female performance award, based on the % age grading system was won by Tracey Fearn 

(84.45%).  Moira Westley won the Silver medal (80.62%) and Helen Shillings the Bronze medal (75.17%). 

9. The Gold medal and male performance award, based on the % age grading system was won by Nick Martin (85.25%). 

The Silver medal went to Rob Payne (81.58%) and Bronze to Andy Byatt (78.68%) 

10. The Female achievement award was sponsored by The Lincolnshire Runner, and the winner chosen by the members. 

The following were all nominated, and a few of the comments and reasons are included: 

The awards presented are detailed below, along with a list of 

those nominated, and a selection of comments which accom-

panied the nominations. 
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Kate Brown.  “For the amount of effort she puts in to organising the Wolds 10.” 

Emma Morrison “For her overall contribution to the club, and completing the Rutland Marathon” 

Tina Thomas  “She is Ironwoman” 

Jill Commander  “ for completing a marathon after falling at her first attempt.” 

Rachel Eyre   “for her hard work and support at the beginners course.” 

Sarah Wells   “for inspiring so many people to tackle their first ultra this year.” 

Emma Bell   “for her London Marathon run. She did the club proud.” 

Fran Allison  “for her strength and determination of her comeback from injury.” 

Kath Young  “always ready to listen, advise and support.” “for her determination. She inspires me.” 

Helen Shillings   “for her outstanding achievement at Hell on the Humber”  “There’s far more to Helen than just 

being a fantastic runner.” 

 

The voting couldn’t have been any closer for this award and it was really good to see so many members 

nominating. A shocked Helen Shillings took home the Silver Salver, with Fran Allison a close 2nd place  

 

  11.   The following members were nominated for the PK Construction sponsored male achievement award. 

 

Harry Storr  “great performance at the Wolds Way relay” 

Mike Wells  “for sheer guts and determination in the West Highland Way race” 

Rob Payne   “7th best distance in the world in the 24 hour ultra “ “friendly and helpful, willing to give his time to others”  

“for just generally been amazing” 

David Mannion “amazing men’s captain”  “fantastic organisation of the Wolds Way Relay” 

Mark Kidd  “Determined and dedicated training for his first Marathon” 

Clive Knights  “pushes himself all the time” 

Rob Crump   “just quietly gets on with doing a lot for the club” 

Nigel Fearn   “massive improvement” 

Derek Commander   “sensible but determined comeback” 

Mike Jones  “sustained and determined improvement” 

 

The winner was Rob Payne and the runner up David Mannion. 

 

12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Congratulations to everyone who received awards, you truly deserved 

them! 

 

The Chairmans Choice Award, sponsored by icetags.co.uk was jointly awarded to Mike Wells and David Mannion.    

Mike not only runs an incredible distance every year, taking part in interesting and challenging events all over the 

UK, but he gives up so much of his time to train, support, and pace so many other members of the club, to achieve 

whatever their goal.  David has been an outstanding Men’s captain this year. Although he has been unable to run 

due to injury, he has continuously encouraged others, travelled many miles to support, researched and advertised 

events, and put an incredible effort into organising the Wolds Way relay so successfully.  

The Fortnum & Mason hamper 

was won by Tim Blackburn 

The draw for the club place in the London 

Marathon went to Lydia Walton, reserve 

Nadine Crump. 
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Tops on Tour Winning Photos 
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INJURIES / PREVENTION  

 

By Charlotte Bell 
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Spotlight on Avocados 

 

 

While bananas might be the standard athlete food, the real fit-fruit 

winner might be the avocado. That’s right, those green ovals with the 

creamy flesh and a large seed are actually fruit.  Originally the 

'aguacate', derived from the Aztec word for testicle, it was deemed 

too difficult to pronounce so swiftly became the avocado.  Their 

popularity dwindled in the 1980’s when it was thought all fat was 

unhealthy. With the recent increase in fat-friendly diets, avocado 

consumption has skyrocketed. 

 

They have lots of things going for them for the athlete: 

Individuals who exercise tend to be at risk of feeling excessively hungry throughout the day. This hunger can lead to 
consuming more calories than the individual burned while working out. Eating avocados can combat this conundrum, as 
eating just half an avocado can promote fullness by 23%. In a study, researchers found replacing meal-time carbohydrates 
with avocado increased satiety. Avocados are loaded with fibre and fat, two very filling nutrients. Each fruit has 13 grams of 
fibre (half your daily needs) and almost 30 grams of fat, most of which comes from the health-promoting monounsaturated 
fat. 
 
They also have a large content of naturally occurring potassium; roughly 450mg in half a fruit, which is more than an entire 

banana offers (with less sugar). This mineral is extremely important to performance due to its role in muscle nerve 

interactions, controlling blood pressure, regulating fluid and utilizing glycogen for working muscles. Since potassium is lost 

to some degree in sweat, athletes need to prioritize eating foods with good potassium content.  

 

Every athlete wants their body to run like a well-oiled machine and avocados may assist with just that. The flesh contains 
vitamins B6 and B5. These two nutrients work to metabolically process carbohydrates into energy available for an active 
body to utilize. 
 
If you’re going out for hours and hours of trekking, riding, running or other long-distance activity, avocados might help you 
perform better. When your body is working at a lower intensity for a long time, it relies less on carbohydrates and more on 
fats to get the work done. Adding an avocado to your pre-workout smoothie or bagel can provide these healthful fats to go 
the distance and make sure you stay fuller longer. 
 
Now that you have plenty ways to justify your avocado addiction, you might be wondering how much to eat. Though it ’s 
common for people to eat half an avocado at once, one serving is actually a third of an avocado. 
 
And there’s no shortage of ways to incorporate avocados into your day. Try avocado smashed on toast, whirled into 

smoothies for creaminess, dolloped on top of burgers or fish, mixed into salsa, as a substitute for butter or oil in baking, or 

simply scooped right from the skin shell.  

Avocado production in Mexico has increased to cope with demand, but this has lead to  deforestation, destroying 

ecosystems, funding drug cartels, and contributing to climate change. Farmers  are illegally razing pine forests in order to 

plant lucrative avocado trees.  Astonishingly, it takes up to 1000 litres of water to produce 1kg–roughly 3 avocados. (By 

contrast, 1 kg of broccoli only uses around 45 litres of water.) As the water-hogging avocado orchards replace the pines, 

they divert natural streams and water sources from local animal species. Even more trees are cut down to make crates to 

transport the avocados, further exacerbating water shortage .  

 

 In Europe you can make sure to buy organic avocados that have been sourced from Spain. This means they will have  

travelled a heck of a lot less than from other parts of the world, and are hopefully slightly more regulated under EU  

farming law.  

 
https://ethicalunicorn.com/2018/09/23/how-sustainable-ethical-is-eating-avocado/ 

https://womensrunning.co.uk/nutrition/avocado-good-running-fuel/ 

 

 

 

FOOD FOR THOUGHT…... 
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Why Every Runner Needs Omega-3s In Their Diet 
 

 

These omega-3s found in oily fish and algae are key for heart health but may also 

help repair muscles, reduce pain after a workout, burn fat and make your 

workouts seem easier! 

Omega-3s are famous for their heart health benefits. One way omega-3s help is 

that they lower chronic inflammation that can damage blood vessels and lead to 

heart disease. It comes as no surprise that a strong and healthy heart is essential 

to keeping you running–literally and figuratively. 

Microscopic tears in your muscles form whether you head out for a run or dive into a weight training session. During 

recovery, these tears are repaired and the muscle is strengthened–with additional help from omega-3 fatty acids found in 

cold-water fish. When you work out day after day without enough rest and recovery, the microscopic tears don’t heal 

properly and you can set yourself up for muscle injury. Resting between training sessions combined with getting enough 

marine omega-3s helps ensure that your muscles can recover efficiently. That means you can keep working out regularly 

while lowering the risk of injury. 

The anti-inflammatory effects of omega-3s benefit runners in other ways. The muscle soreness you experience after a 

workout is a result of your body’s inflammatory response to those microscopic muscle tears. Omega-3s essentially hold back 

the markers that signal for an inflammatory response, therefore reducing the inflammation and pain sent to your muscles 

after working out. 

Numerous studies suggest that omega-3s from oily fish are effective in reducing post-workout soreness, both in endurance 

training and strength training workouts. Marine omega-3s seem to be especially helpful in preventing the muscle 

soreness that sets in a day or two after a tough workout. 

In addition, several studies have shown that marine omega-3s help increase fat oxidation during endurance training while 

decreasing carbohydrate oxidation. That means that these omega-3s help you burn more fat while you’re doing a steady 

state workout (like running) without depleting your body of the carbohydrates it needs to fuel the activity. 

Last but not least, omega-3s from fish can help make your workout feel easier! This is because these anti-inflammatory fats 

also help reduce blood viscosity. This blood-thinning effect not only lowers your risk of heart attack and stroke but helps 

prevent fatigue by increasing blood flow and oxygen to your muscles. 

 

ALA (alpha-linolenic acid) omega-3s are found in plant-based sources like flax, chia and hemp seeds and walnuts. Your body 

can convert some ALA omega-3s into the longer chain DHA and EPA omega-3s, but the amount is pretty puny–often less 

than 1 percent of it is converted. 

DHA (docosahexaenoic acid) and EPA (eicosapentaenoic acid) omega-3s have more research supporting their heart health 

benefits and the general benefits outlined above. These omega-3s are found in marine sources such as tuna, mackerel, 

salmon and marine algae. They’re also the main type of omega-3s found in supplements like fish oil and krill oil. 

How much EPA and DHA should we have? 

There’s no set recommendation, but many health professionals recommend 250 to 1,000 milligrams per day for most 

people. To achieve that goal, aim for two servings of fish rich in omega-3s per week (a serving is about the size of the palm of 

your hand). 

If you don’t eat fish often, take fish oil supplements to get enough EPA or DHA. If you want a plant-based source of EPA and 

DHA, look for supplements made from algae. 

In addition to EPA and DHA, include plant-based sources of omega-3s (such as flax seeds, chia seeds and walnuts) in your 

diet for additional anti-inflammatory benefits. 

Having a tuna sandwich at least once a week, or a roast salmon dinner will help your Omega 3 intake. As will the addition of 

flax and chia seeds or walnuts to your smoothies, yogurt or oatmeal or making chia pudding . 

 

https://www.womensrunning.com/2017/06/nutrition/runner-omega-3-diet_76233 

Are you getting enough  EPA and DHA? 

http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=https://www.womensrunning.com/2017/06/nutrition/runner-omega-3-diet_76233
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4663562/
http://journals.lww.com/cjsportsmed/Abstract/2009/03000/The_Effects_of_Ingestion_of_Omega_3_Fatty_Acids_on.7.aspx
http://journals.humankinetics.com/doi/pdf/10.1123/ijsnem.23.1.83
http://www.bmj.com/content/288/6417/592.short
https://www.womensrunning.com/2017/06/nutrition/runner-omega-3-diet_76233
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A Brief Guide to Foam Rolling for Runners 

A foam roller is a performance and recovery tool that offers an effective and affordable way to achieve a deep 

tissue massage. Foam rolling releases painful knots and stimulates blood flow to enhance performance and speed 

up the healing process. 

A foam roller is a lightweight, cylindrical tube of compressed foam with or without a textured surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Foam rollers allow you to self-massage painful knots and tense 

muscles – also known as “trigger points” – by placing the foam roller underneath you and slowly rolling over the tender or stiff 

areas. This process of relieving painful trigger points is commonly referred to as “Myofascial Release.” 

“Myo” means muscle and “fascia” is the connective network of tissue surrounding and supporting your muscles and organs, 

holding them in place like a web. If one part of that web is damaged, a blockage is created – dehydrating the fascia and 

forming painful adhesions (or ‘knots’) – which restricts movement and presents itself as pain to the injured site while often 

radiating pain across other areas of the body as well. Dehydrated fascia not only inhibits your ability to recover and heal 

properly but also makes you more prone to injury or chronic pain. Using a foam roller for myofascial release smooths out the 

knots and re-introduces fluid to the tense muscles and fascia allowing you to recover faster and move better. 

The benefits of foam rolling are substantial: 

• Enhanced circulation and blood flow, particularly to extremities 

• By stimulating blood flow, dramatically more oxygen is delivered to sore muscles 

• Relaxation and the promotion of a feeling of well-being 

• Removal of scar tissue or muscle adhesions in the fascia that limit mobility 

• Reduction in stress hormones and inflammation 

• Better range of motion 

• Improved immune function 

 
 Foam rolling is a great way to stretch out your tired muscles after a run, as well as help prevent running injuries. Pre-run 
your foam roller can help you warm up to increase blood flow to the active muscles. 

 
Mistakes to Avoid 
 
 #1 Rolling an Injury: Injured muscles are usually damaged – they’re strained, torn, or overly stretched. For that reason, 
they’re usually hotbeds of inflammation. And too much foam rolling could increase inflammation and tension in the area. 
(Also, you might not be doing anything to help yourself recover! For example, runners with IT Band Syndrome have long rolled 
the IT band because “it’s tight.” But it’s supposed to be tight! ITBS is not caused by a tight IT band.  IT band issues are typically 
a result of tightness in the muscle groups that attach to the IT band, like the gluteus maximus (your butt)). 
 
#2 Rolling too quickly or too long: Set a time limit of 1-2 minutes per major muscle. Use slow, controlled, and deliberate 
movements over the roller rather than quick, fast movements. And if you find an area that’s particularly sore, tight, or painful, 
you can spend an extra 20-45 seconds pressing on the sensitive area. But don’t spend much longer than that (you might just 
further irritate the muscle). 
 

#3 Bad posture and form: It’s easy to let your form deteriorate, especially if you are tired after a run. Don’t approach foam 

rolling haphazardly. Stay focused on your form throughout your entire session. If you’re tired, come back to it later. 
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Using a Foam Roller the Right Way 
 
Follow these guidelines: 
 

• Use slow, deliberate motions 

• Don’t hold your breath! Remember to breathe normally 

• Start with a gentle amount of pressure and gradually increase it (it may hurt) 

• Spend 1-2 minutes on each muscle but no longer 

• Avoid injured areas and connective tissue that’s supposed to be tight (like the IT Band) 
 
Almost all of your foam rolling can be done in about ten minutes or less if you focus on the major muscles like the quadriceps, 
hamstrings, hips, glutes, and calves. 
 
There are many excellent videos on You Tube to show you exactly how it is done. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
https://strengthrunning.com/2019/03/using-a-foam-roller/ 
https://www.healthline.com/health/chronic-pain/myofascial-release 
https://runnersconnect.net/foam-rolling-for-runners-mistakes/ 
 
 

https://strengthrunning.com/2019/03/using-a-foam-roller/
https://www.healthline.com/health/chronic-pain/myofascial-release
https://runnersconnect.net/foam-rolling-for-runners-mistakes/
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Kielder Water Marathon Adventure by Gill Fox 

In the summer I had the crazy idea that I wanted to run a marathon – not necessarily a race, but definitely 26.2 miles, so I 

could say “I can run a marathon”.  I vaguely remembered Kielder Water was 26 miles round so I suggested a delightful forest 

holiday to Jay, my non-CRC husband.  I duly booked us a log cabin in September (hopefully most of the midges would have 

gone by then), with Wi-Fi (well if you can’t upload to Strava then it didn’t happen) and a Hot Tub (for those aching limbs) and 

broke the news of my cunning plan (over a glass of wine!) 

Then the training began – I planned a series of ever increasing weekend runs for us to do to compliment my CRC Club runs on 

Tues and Thurs.  The highlights of training were 17.5 miles along the Viking Way (we caught the train from Market Rasen to 

Barnetby and basically ran home) and 22 miles round the edge of Clumber Park (first anti clockwise then clockwise – anti 

clockwise seemed easier!)  

In September we headed north to Northumberland and kept an eye on the weather forecast for the best day to run - why get 

completely soaked when you can run on a different day!  After a visit to the Observatory and a walk in the woods spotting the 

Gruffalo we decided Wednesday was the day. All kitted up we waited as long as we could for the worst of the rain to clear 

then I pressed GO on both my Garmin and Apple Watch (belt and braces – this needed to be recorded) and headed out to the 

North Shore.   

The North Shore has several art installations the most impressive of which is Silvas Capitalis (a wooden head you can climb 

inside and listen to the sounds of the forest through its ears) and is surprisingly hilly for a Lakeside Path.  We hardly saw 

anyone and it felt like we had the whole of Kielder Water to ourselves. 

By the time we got to the Dam, 12 miles in, the rain had stopped and we had a mini picnic before heading over to the South 

Shore.  The sun came out and then it rained (heavily, again!) prompting several changes of clothing.  The South Shore track is 

more gently undulating rather than hilly and in what seemed like no time (well slightly over 5 hours of running and 7 hours in 

total) 26.2 miles had gone by.  

I can now proudly say “I can run a marathon” and here are some of the things I have learned; 

• Sparkling wine with electrolytes are a great combination for rehydration 

• A marathon is still 26.2 miles even if it’s not a race (although there’s no bling or T-shirt as a reward) 

• But if it’s not a race you can chose the day you run and the start time 

• If anyone is planning to run Kielder Marathon, please note - its hilly 

• Midges are still around in September  

• We should never take our running partners for granted 

RUNNING  IN MY SHOES……. Event / run accounts written by our members 
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Established in 1982, The Worksop Halloween Half Marathon (also known as ‘the scenic 

one’) takes place on the last Sunday in October every year.  The course runs largely 

through Clumber Park, which provides beautiful scenery and is perfect for spectators to 

support their family and friends along the route.  Always a good show of fancy dress at 

this one!  Around 20 members of Caistor Running Club took part in this years event. 

“I did the Worksop Halloween Half for the first time this year. I'd heard lots of good 

things about it from fellow CRC members so decided to dip my toe in the water - so to 

speak. Little did I know it would be literal too! 

 

The day before the race we had a lot of rain, but the morning of the race dawned 

bright and clear. 

 

Once we arrived we met up with  CRC runners dressed as assorted pumpkins, purple 

Devils and, well Mike as a fetching Superlady, as well as more conventionally dressed 

runners. 

 

It wasn't long until we were off, and going up the first of what felt like many hills. There 

were lots of fancy dress outfits from witches to mummies and everything in between. Me and Stephanie were running 

together as pumpkins and got lots of shout outs from the many spectators and friendly marshals out on the course. 

 

We soon got into our stride and admired the lovely countryside around us. As we got to around mile 4 we came across 'the 

puddle'. We attempted to run through it, until it got a bit deeper. Not wanting to do a 'Doctor Gloucester' we slowed to a 

paddle. When we got to the other side I couldn't feel my feet! 

 

We squelched on and were soon in Clumber Park for yet more beautiful scenery in the gorgeous autumn sunshine. We 

spotted the editor of the running times too which was a nice boost. 

 

We were starting to tire by mile 8, then on a downhill stretch there were a lot of funny signs, we had a good giggle reading 

them and that part zoomed by. 

 

We were feeling the burn after that - though that could becoming from the Devils 

around us! We plodded on and chatted to fellow runners, who were all so friendly. 

 

Then at last some downhill and only a mile to go, we could hear the crowds cheering 

us on. 

One last push and there was the home straight, I spotted the CRC massive in the 

crowd cheering us on, it gave me that lift to give it a last push to the finish. 

I crossed the line with a smile on my face. Yes I was spent, yes it was no where near a 

PB. But I hadn't run it for those reasons. I ran it for fun, which is what CRC is all about. 

 

After staggering off to collect my medal and t shirt (which I love), and having a bacon 

sandwich I felt human again - rather than like the mummy on the medal that I was 

feeling like! 

 

I thoroughly enjoyed myself, it was a lovely course, and very friendly. I'd certainly recommend it and would do it again.” 

By Katie Griffiths 
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Royal Parks Half-Marathon 13th October 2019 ,by Chris Mather 

After a short walk from our hotel on a cloudy but dry autumnal morning , we arrived at the race village in Hyde Park, with 

about 15 minutes to spare until the start of the race. I made my way to the Yellow Start holding pen whilst Ali and the girls 

made their way to the start line. Upon arriving at the holding pen I was greeted with a scene that looked like I had actually 

arrived at Glastonbury for runners rather than the Royal Parks Half, as 16,000'ish runners on a sodden field means lots and 

lots of mud, I managed to find a dry'ish space to stand on whilst waiting and was so pleased that I did not need to use the 

toilets (which were right across the field).  

9am came and through the loudspeakers  the start countdown and klaxon horn could be clearly heard, after a few minutes I 

started to think that I was in the wrong place as the race had started but we were all still in 

the holding pen, a couple of minutes later we finally started to move from the holding pen 

around towards the start line at Knightsbridge. On the way around to the start I spotted a 

number of other runners who were also running for Team Verrico including a group of 

ladies who run for Walk Jog Run in Scunthorpe whom I grabbed a start line selfie with.   

When we got to the road where the start line was it became apparent that the waves were 

being set off at 15 minute intervals as the wave in front of us was waiting to be set off.  I 

managed to pick out Ali and the girls waiting in the crowd, as soon as Poppy saw me she 

burst out in tears and sobbed that she wanted to run with me (bless her). 

At 9.30 our wave was ready to go, from the Start line at Knightsbridge we ran along the road 

out towards Hyde Park Corner, then out through the majestic looking gates and then turned 

right to run under the Wellington Arch before heading through Green Park. At the end of 

Green Park was Buckingham Palace on the right hand side of the road. I had a look but the 

Queen did not seem to be out supporting the runners for some reason. From outside of the 

palace we headed along the side of St James Park running towards the heavily disguised by 

scaffolding Big Ben and the Houses of Parliament before turning towards Trafalgar Square , 

running past Downing Street – like the queen Boris did not seem too keen to be out 

supporting the runners either (not sure why). Just after Downing Street was the first water station which mainly consisted of  

water filled seaweed pods, which is an experience that I can only describe as being like trying to catch a water balloon with 

your face, definitely got more on my top than in my mouth.  At Trafalgar Square we turned right and ran into the West End 

before turning at Somerset House and looping back towards Trafalgar Square.  

Extinction Rebellion were out in force at Trafalgar Square but were largely 

cheering on the runners and had various plaques of support for the various 

charities. After leaving the square we headed under Admiralty Arch, before 

taking a left turn to run past Horse Guards parade before looping back onto the 

Mall where we ran down the Mall to the 5 mile marker which was just outside of 

Buckingham Palace then back through Green Park to Hyde Park.  

Once back in Hyde Park we ran along the Serpentine past lots of very loud cheer 

-stations for various charities and a couple of extremely tall drag queens who 

were quite taken with my tutu. We followed the Serpentine up to the top of 

Hyde Park where I had to stop for a quick hug from Ali and the girls before 

carrying on around the corner where I spotted a Lincolnshire Flag in the distance 

which could only mean one thing John Rainsforth and Louise Hobson were up 

ahead so I had to make sure that I got a couple or three leaps in. After passing 

John and Louise we looped back though the park towards them, it would be 

rude not to get another leap in. From here I ran past the Lookout to the 
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Serpentine and then back towards Hyde Park Corner, before looping to run along the outer edge of Hyde Park into 

Kensington Gardens. From here the weather  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

changed and the heavens opened. Kensington Gardens consisted of a few steep descents and steady inclines before heading 

to the final straight which was just after mile 12 with the Royal Albert Hall on the right just before the 800m to go marker. 

Just before the 200m to go marker I spotted Ali and the girls so had to stop 

for a final cuddle before putting in a sprint to the finish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I would highly recommend this race to anyone as it is absolutely full of landmarks to see and has to be one of the most    

environmentally friendly races with absolutely no plastic bottles on the course all, the medal was wooden and the t-shirt was  

made from full recyclable materials, even the water at the end was in a can rather than a bottle.  
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Marathon Madness part 4                     Kent Roadrunner Marathon 2016 by Katy Hewis  

I found this race a few years ago when I saw someone in a fantastic race t-shirt.  I made it my mission to hunt it down but I’m 

afraid to say I killed it and now it is no more.  Just a distant ghostly memory.  It’s still worth reminiscing over though.  But   

sorry to say that there will never be another.   

 

The Roadrunner is a 20 lap race round a cyclopark near Gravesend.  Not 

grabbing you?  Don’t be hasty.  It is very well organised and great fun. You can 

take your own drinks, race fuel etc. and set up your own little table on the route.  

Table?  Some people had tents, tables groaning with cake, sweets, bottles of 

water and energy drink.  A veritable Smorgasbord.  This meant that you didn’t 

have to carry stuff with you so no chafing of race belts etc.  or worrying about 

how to fit in your phone/tissues/shotbloks/jellybabies/cuddly toy etc.  And if you 

are lucky to have someone with you then you can see them lots of times and 

they you.  Plus take photos, chat to other spectators eat and drink at the café 

and so on.  There were two water/drink/food stations on the course too so it 

didn’t matter if you hadn’t brought your own.  Each lap was 1.3 mile and they were undulating.  It is a cyclopark after all.  But 

it is smooth tarmac and obviously there’s no traffic and there are some very happy and friendly marshals to encourage you 

and there is music playing.  So you start to recognise the features that are coming up and pace yourself accordingly.  The 

downhill bits and the straight bit with the corner and the toilets section and the bit where it starts to climb and the food 

station and then the finish area which you have to go right past TWENTY times before you can legitimately go left and pass 

under the Finish arch at last.  You get given twenty elastic bands to put around your wrist and then every time you complete a 

lap you chuck them in a bright green bin which is very satisfying I have to say.  All in all it is a great race to do as you can 

probably get a really good time and you are able to pace very well.  Did I mention the medal?  It is MASSIVE.  I’m not kidding, 

it’s nearly as big as my head and it is very weighty.  It was the thought of the medal that kept me going for the last four laps, 

especially since people were already sporting them and then trying to encourage us by holding them out towards us. 

 

Also they have a showboating contest where for 40 minutes of the race there is 

an ‘X’ marked on the floor just past the finish area and you are supposed to do 

your utmost to make yourself stand out by leaping and generally fooling about 

for the camera.  This year they also had an additional ‘horsing around’ theme.  

Despite having a horse head, donkey ears, a tail and ‘Nice Ass’ ironed on to my 

pants I received no prize whatsoever. What’s a mare got to do to get noticed? 

Oh well, it was all good fun anyhow.  The weather was cool with occasional 

showers and sunny spells – good running weather. The race had a great 

atmosphere and attracted many multimarathoners.  So just when you would 

start to feel overwhelmed by the challenge of it all, some nippy septuagenarian 

would trot by having already completed 300+ marathons. Yikes! 

 

In hindsight this was way before the Maravan was invented.  Incidentally 

Darren Rowe was there too! So multilap events were very new to me but I 

have to say they are strangely satisfying. 
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Self Transcendence 24 hour Race by Rob Payne 

 
 
Tooting Bec Self Transcendence 24 hour race is a simple race. 40 - 50 runners all meet on a 400m 
track. When the horn goes runners attempt to run as many laps in 24 hours as possible. They don’t 
come much simpler than that! 
 

When I entered this event at the start of the year it was for one reason alone, to hit the qualifying distance for the GB 24 
hour team. The standard is set at 250 km which was 40km further than I’d ever ran before. At an average pace of 9:17 min/
mile this should have seemed daunting, especially when I think back at the time I hadn’t ran any ultra over 100K at this pace 
but luckily I didn’t actually check what pace I needed until 2 weeks before the race! Although I didn’t train specifically for this 
race all year it was always going to be my main goal, I had other races but this one would be protected in the event of 
injuries or niggles at the expense of other races (again sorry about Wolds Way David Mannion!). 
 
My main training block for this started straight after my recovery period for West Highland Way race. This gave me 2 and a 
half months of training with a 100 mile race in the middle. I had entered North Downs Way 100 as a training race, I had only 
ever run over 100 mile twice so I needed more experience of the highs and lows of these types of events. I split my training 
into two blocks, the first one getting ready for NDW100 with more specific trail running sessions, hill sessions and generally 
more fun running and the second block with very specific 24 hour sessions such as long monotonous miles, road running, 
track sessions and generally trying to focus on mental conditioning. The training went well, NDW went well but not perfectly 
which I was actually pleased with as I learnt lots of lessons that I didn’t want to learn during the big day. The second training 
block, to be perfectly honest was just boring, mostly it was about building big volume on hard surfaces. I changed my run 
commute to road, and for any run in Caistor I only ran around Lincoln Drive, at just over 400m it was the perfect training 
ground for what was to come. After a while I started to develop a weird affinity with Lincoln Drive. Sometimes it felt like you 
would gain momentum, the more you did with nothing in your way the ball would just keep rolling, it was little mental tricks 
like this that I would need for the race. I did a few long training runs by just lapping the same route, sometimes joined by 
friends, sometimes on my own and always causing concern to the local residents. 

As I got to the start line, I had never felt so prepared for a race. My 
body was in good shape, my head was in the right place and the 
conditions were good. The race started and I was surprised by the 
fast pace that others set and as the first few laps went by it took me 
a while to get used to overtaking slower runners and allowing 
others to pass without adding any extra mileage. I learnt early on 
that I couldn’t rely on my watch to set my pace, the loops were too 
tight for GPS to be accurate. I went with the plan that whilst the sun 
was shining and it was hot I would not push my pace so much that I 
would break into a sweat. This seemed to work well and as the race 
moved on the lead runners dropped back and I started unlapping 
myself and eventually broke into the lead. Before the race I didn’t 
really have a pacing plan. I had milestones for the 50 mile and 100 
mile mark but I decided to work out the plan on race day. I’m glad I 
did this as for the first 6 hours it gave me something to think about 

and keep the mind busy. I settled on running for 30 minutes, grabbing something to eat and drink and taking a salt tablet 
then running on whilst eating/drinking on the move. This developed later to walking a lap every 10K which lasted until the 
last 10K. 
 
At around 100K I started to develop a small niggle in my knee, it was painful but I was able to move freely still, I had been 
prepared for this with various ‘ointments’ however I put off using them for as long as possible and as it didn’t get worse I just 
put up with it. I’ve learnt in races like this they generally disappear, not because they heal themselves but normally 
everything else just starts to hurt more! (I learnt about 2 weeks after the race as everything else stopped hurting that I had a 
minor knee ligament strain but no long term damage done, hopefully.) 
 
I listened to a variety of different things during the race including podcasts, audio books and music, trying to time them 
according to mood. As the sun sets the crazy hours begin, supporters disappear to get much needed rest and the body starts 
to question what’s going on. Part of my night plan was to have a playlist of dance music from my university days. This 
reminded me of good times and if I used to stagger home a mile brandishing a kebab then another lap shouldn’t be an issue. 
The crazy hours went well and the supporters really started to get behind everyone, with a mixture of kind words, 
inspirational quotes and a group who were having one hell of a party blasting out some tunes (you would be asked for a 
request and then have one lap to think about what you want, they gave me a weird look when I requested Blue by Eiffel 65 
but I spent at least 10K Da ba deeing!). 
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As the 100 mile split closed in the laps seemed to fly by and I managed just over an hour of running non-stop hitting the split in 
14hr19, spot on target. All I had to do was the final 90K in 9hr40. The next split came at 200K and I had 5hr40 to complete the 
final 50K, I could probably walk it in but I stayed disciplined knowing that once I started walking for long periods it would be 
hard to start running again, and many of you know how bad my walking is (I’m no Luke Shillings). At the 200k mark things 
really got mad. People began to realise that something big was on the cards and started to get behind me, their energy lifted 
me up (plus the red bull that a few groups started feeding me!). It sounds strange that it took this long for people to think this 
but it is common to reach 100 miles and then struggle. I had all the time in the world, but this was the danger period, sure I 
could walk it in but with 20 hours of running this is the period where most runners stop either due to injury, mental fatigue or 
fuelling issues. The carnage started to ensue and the track began to clear, injuries started to appear and track side bodily fluids 
started to becoming a common sight. It was time to dig deep so on went the playlist ‘crazy switch’, this contains 5 hours of all 
my favourite up beat songs, over the years I have trained during longer runs to pick up the tempo at the end by putting this 
playlist on and generally losing my mind a little bit. This worked perfectly and the 10K splits began to disappear and then it 
wasn’t a case of if but when. The last 10K came and I had 1hr30 to complete it, I’d crawl there if i had to. At this point the 
enjoyment really set in, supporters were in full flow, my sister had turned up with her dog who started occasionally howling. I 
decided to join in and I had a good few laps embracing my animal side. 
 
Getting to the 250K mark was possibly one of the best experiences of my running life so far, the target was in the bag, the race 
was won, and I had time to enjoy it. I decided not to stop and walk until the timer hit 24:00. I high fived my support crew and 
moved on. The next lap was incredible, rounds of applause followed by a string of high fives and after what seemed like at 
least 100 I continued on soaking up the atmosphere and beaming from ear to ear. The last 15 mins became crazy, all the 
runners left were on the track and the pace was ramping up and people chased their goals. I took my own style and sat down 
at my camper and cracked open a beer (non-alcoholic even I’m not that crazy) and then got up to finish standing. The 
organisers have a nice touch to the end of the race where they allow one of your supporters to join you for the last few laps. 
They carry a bag of sand in which they drop on the track when the time is up so your final distance can be measured. My 
girlfriend joined me and off we went, the target for the final lap was simple. Finish as close to our campervan as possible!  
 
The horn sounded and the 24 hours was up! I returned to my chair to finish my beer and contemplate what just happened. The 
job was done, final distance of 251.989KM, exceeding the required distance for GB qualifying. My legs were dead, knees and 
ankles were swollen and my feet were covered with blisters but my smile was wide. 
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Many people have asked me how I deal with the mental side I thought I would end by explaining the different techniques I 
use. 
 

• Break it into manageable chunks - no one can comprehend running for 24 hours whether it’s a lap, 1 mile or 10K it 
all makes it easier to handle. 

• Enjoy the small things - take joy out of eating Haribo, drinking that coke and as weird as it sounds, going for a wee. 

• Have fun - the big difference between a lapped race and a point to point race is that there are always people 
around, use them best you can, have a bit of fun with them. At one point my girlfriend was invaded by 2 young 
children from another supporter. I had great fun watching the scene each time I got around the lap wondering what 
they would be doing the next time I passed. Remember, no one forced you to do this, it was your choice. 

• Stay positive - I saw many runners taking out their frustration on their support crew or shouting at other runners. 
This doesn’t help anyone especially not the runners. Things will go wrong; it’s how you deal with them that matters. 
Ultra running is basically one big problem-solving exercise. Just get back up and get on with it. 

• Music - this plays a massive part for me, helps my mind wander, and gives me energy when I need it. I have a variety 
of different playlists and genres and they all have their time and place. 

• Visualise the goal - think about how it will feel when you complete the task and how it would feel if you fail. 

• Caffeine - don’t use it too early (I didn’t touch Coke for the first 6 hours) and use it sparingly and wisely in the 
middle stages of the race. Wait until you are at your lowest and allow it to revive you. At the end of the races go 
nuts, it helps to flick the crazy switch! 

 
So that’s a wrap from me. A race that will live long in my memory. Hopefully my next report of a 24 hour race will be in a 
GB vest, but we will see. For each race I do, I have a little laminated sheet with target paces and little phases to keep me 
going. I’ll end with the Tooting Bec quote. 
 
   “KEEP MOVING AND SHUT THE F$%K UP!!” 
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Race:   The Simply Health Great North Run 
Location:  Gateshead to South Shields 

Distance:  13.1 miles 

 

Race Report, by Simone Williams 

 

If there was one race everyone should have on their bucket list. The Simply Health Great North Run would be it. 

 

I was lucky enough to receive a ballot place this year for the 39th running of the event which meant on the 8th September I 
joined fellow CRC member Charlotte Bell and her family on the trip up north. 

 

From the minute we arrived in Newcastle the atmosphere was electric. They don’t half know how to put on an event like 
this up North. The buzz of the race starts the minute you arrive in the starting area with a real mx of runners ranging from 
the elite to the seasoned fancy dressers doing their bit for charity. 

 

The start line is an amazing experience, from watching the elite races begin to the warm up. Once the klaxon goes and you 
are on your way there is a chance to high five the celebrity race starters. I started the race with the mindset of enjoying it. 
Taking in all the opportunities and experiences the race has to offer. I made sure I took the first opportunity to get those 
high fives in the bag. 

 

Throughout the race there were moments that I will never forget. Shouting “Oggy Oggy Oggy” whilst running through the 
underpasses. The sound hits you like a wall. Then on to the iconic Tyne Bridge around two miles in, I could not stop smiling 
running over it. Reaching the top of the hill at mile 11 and getting the first glimpse of the sea was pretty emotional too. 

 

The race is well catered water stations and the welcomed shower bus shelters as the temperature rose. There were live 
bands at every mile and even a beer stand towards the end. 

 
Supporting crowds were truly amazing the entire route was lined with supporters shouting out our names, stood with jelly 
babies and oranges encouraging us all on our way. 

 
The finish is epic, the sound from the crowds cheering and banging the hoardings gets you through that finish line. The 
finishers bag was brilliant and the event village just massive. 

 
The Great North Run will always have a special place in my heart. It's such an emotional 
race. The reasons and stories of many runners were so inspiring. I would run it again 
given the opportunity but perhaps not for a few years. I'm pleased I can now tick it off my 
race bucket list. 
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Broughton Burn 2019 by Chris Mather 

Now in its 3rd year, Broughton Burn is a local event which raises 

money for the Alzheimer’s Society.  This year's race was held on 

the 1st August 2019 and as usual there was a great turnout from 

CRC . I believe that this was the first 10k race for some people . 

The start of the race is in the heart of Broughton next to the Spar 

shop where you are treated to a great downhill start which is very 

quickly followed by a short sharp incline past the Doctor's surgery, 

following the to the right there is another downhill section which 

again is followed by a longer (and steeper) incline. After the incline 

there is a really nice downhill section which passes the outskirts of Broughton Woods  towards the village of Wressle.  

Shortly after passing Wressle you arrive at the very picturesque 

Broughton Bridge before heading towards Castlethorpe Bridge 

along the Ancholme Valley way (the path which CRC often use for 

club night runs) After crossing Castlethorpe Bridge you turn right 

and head down the stairs (yes stairs on a race) and are treated to a 

short off road section which thankfully wasn’t overgrown. At the 

end of the off-road section the Burn part of the course starts to kick in as firstly there is a long but steady climb back 

towards Castlethorpe Corner before heading back to Wressle. At the crossroad this time you head back towards Broughton 

by running up a length drag uphill. Once back in Broughton you pass the Thatch Inn pub before coming up to the final 

finishing straight. 

At the end of race finishers received a nice technical t-shirt, kit bag and medal, as with all other Burn's a number of finishers 

received Loot Crates which are filled with chocolate and beer, though as far as I am aware no one from CRC won a Loot 

Crate. You could also enjoy a free massage, as expertly demonstrated by Clive below. 
 

I would definitely recommend this race and think that early bird entries are still available 

for anyone who likes a bargain. 
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Lochness Marathon by Rowan Booth 

 

So Lochness marathon had been ‘on the list’ for some time. It was regularly  

discussed whilst on training runs with Rod Burton and it was a run we definitely 

wanted to do.  

 

After several years of looking at the date, umming and aarhing about whether to 

sign up or not, in early 2019 we decided to take the plunge. We were in!  

 

IT’s just such a long way and I’m not even talking about the running part here I’m talking about Inverness. It was 

discussed at length with the OH. After weighing up the merits of planes, trains and automobiles (we both agree, 

excellent film) it was decided to make a week of it and take the car.  

 

So the day arrived, we loaded up the car and set off. Eight hours of just us, the open road and The soothing 

sounds of a ridiculously over excited squeaking Jack Russell.  

 

It was all worth while upon arrival though as the scenery, the accommodation and the local pub were all lovely.  

 

Saturday arrived and it was expo day. A day to collect our numbers, buy unnecessary new kit and sample gin. We 

met up with Rod and Sue Burton and enjoyed listening to Vassos Alexander. 

 

The forecast for marathon day was terrible, Rod and I discussed all manner of options for trying to stay dry at the 

reportedly exposed start where we would be fending for 

ourselves after being decanted from the buses.  

 

After queuing in Inverness and spending about an hour on one of 

a long stream of buses (obviously busting for the loo) we were 

duly dumped in the middle of nowhere into sideways rain. The 

many layers were deployed and a queue was joined, 

unfortunately not the right queue. I hadn’t found Rod by this 

point and had travelled with a lovely lady from Chichester called 

Sue. We eventually found the (enormous) toilet line and stood 

going nowhere for around 30 minutes.  

By this point we really couldn’t wait any longer and made a dash for the bushes just in time for the lovely 
Scottish man to yell over the tannoy ‘do not pee in the bushes’ sorry too late! 
 
Finally ready and baggage checked, Rod and I somehow located each other in the crowds just in time to set off.  
 
Not far in to the run and we were both inevitably ‘boiling’ off came the gloves, the long sleeve top, the buff and 
I’m sorry to say I ditched my green gruesome beanie with a Marshall too. I was also regretting the tights!  
 
The route was apparently downhill for the first ten miles or so, it’s to be pointed that there was still plenty of 
climbs with some good down hills which I think we ran rather too enthusiastically.  
 
Support was focussed around the small villages we passed and as we wound our way down to and alongside the 
Loch we were treated to some spectacular views.  
Around the 16 mile mark Rod and I said farewell and I pressed on just in time to hit the rather large hills which 
were a feature until about mile 21. That was where I stopped for a quick kiss with Michael and then carried on as 
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the route wound it’s way into Inverness.  
 
The crowd support intensified once we got closer to the city and despite my quads objecting to the over 
enthusiastic down hill efforts from earlier I felt I ran in fairly well. Sue being on the home straight with the 
Lincolnshire flag was an added bonus and I was very glad to see the finish line and then Rod not many minutes 
behind.  
 
  
The finish area was quickly turning into a mud bath so we made a brief stop for our post race soup and  
pasta along with the vital cup of sweet tea and then headed off to rescue our cars from the car park (swamp).   
 
Overall it was a fantastic event, the route was interesting save for the last couple of miles and there were plenty 
of hills to keep it er interesting! The medals and t shirts were great and you got a tin of soup in the goody bag - 
what more could you want!  
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Philip Does a Park Run 

Philip had completed the beginners’ course and Chris Robey said he was officially a runner. 

That was good enough for Philip. 

On 27th October 2018 Philip decided that instead of running alone on Saturday mornings he would do 

a park run. He checked the web site. 5k wasn’t difficult. At his age he did further than that in trips to 

the toilet in the night.  

With a little help Philip registered on the parkrun site and printed off his barcode. Philip is not very 

computer literate.  

On Saturday Morning Philip turned up at the Country Park to run. It was very cold. Philip looked round 

and saw everyone else had hats and gloves.  

Philip hadn’t thought this through properly. 

As he listened to the briefing Philip thought it would be alright because he would warm up when he 

got running. 

Before the start Philip looked around at the other runners. They all looked very fit. Philip thought that 

he was probably wearing pants older than most of them.  

The run started and he started at a steady pace. He looked forward to getting warm as he got into his 

stride.  

Philip then crossed the little bridge on to the back straight.  

Crickey thought Philip, as he turned into an arctic headwind and his fingers almost immediately went 

blue. (He didn’t really think that but use your imagination). 

As the trees and shrubs offered a little shelter Philip got a little more optimistic and carried on running.  

First lap completed and Philip thought it was going quite well. By now he was starting to flag a bit and 

changed to a run and walk strategy.  

The leading runners were now lapping Philip and many of them gave him cheery comments and 

encouragement.  

About this time Philips anger management issues started to resurface and Philip consoled himself with 

the fact that although they ran faster than him, he weighed about twice as much as them and would 

probably beat them in a fight. Unfortunately, he would obviously be unable to catch them!    

By lap 3 the fast runners had finished and therefore no one was lapping Philip anymore. His 

extremities had now gone completely numb and he thought he would probably lose a few fingers to 

frostbite after the run.  

As Philip was now running more or less alone he had time to ponder a few things. 

Firstly, several people had dogs which prompted a couple of issues. One man had a husky type dog 

fastened to a belt around his waist. In Philips eyes this was tantamount to being towed round and 

should not be allowed. It is no coincidence that Performance Enhancing Drugs and Performance 

Enhancing Dogs sound so similar.  
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The second issue was more of a disappointment. In front of him Philip could see a man with a dog which 

was not running particularly fast. To add insult to injury the dog stopped for a poo and the man stopped 

to pick it up. This happened three times and Philip still didn’t manage to catch up with them! 

Anyway, Philip persevered and finished. There were not many people behind him and he had been 

overtaken by ladies holding hands with toddlers, but that doesn’t really matter. When he thawed out 

Philip had to admit that he enjoyed it and that park runs really make you feel as though you are a part of 

something.  

Later that morning an e mail arrived with the results and Philip had done a time of 35.34 minutes which 

he was very pleased with.  

Philip looked at the WAVA age grading score and didn’t understand it. He read the guidance and then 

still didn’t understand it. Philip is a bit thick.  

Philip thinks the grading system should be based on how much your shoes cost (minus points) combined 

with how much more than 15 stones you weigh (plus points). Don’t get him started about Market Rasen 

race course park runs where he thinks the fastest runners should have to jump over the hurdles.  

Philip is confident that he will get faster as he does more park runs. So far he has done 19 and only  

beaten this time once!  

In conclusion you have to take in to account that Philip is a grumpy old git and even he likes park runs so 

there is no reason to not do them. 

Get out there and join in.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t forget your barcode……... 
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My year didn’t start off quite as I had planned...the day after The New Years Day 

10k I went down with a viral illness which took some shaking off. Just as I was 

getting back on it, lurgy struck again. I didn’t get properly right until about May time, as one thing followed another. 

However, I had decided to enter The Smugglers Trod, the LDWA event that takes place every August bank holiday. I had 

done it in my distant past when I did LDWA walks nearly every weekend and I wanted to have another go, this time as a 

“runner”. I also entered The Harvest Hobble which was taking place a few weeks later. Something to aim for. A few events 

followed, which I ran, but didn’t feel at my best.  

So, I began to put some effort in and get myself a bit fitter once I was in full health. I enjoy running off road, and got a few 

longer runs done, some with my four legged running friend and some with my good running buddy Claire Bates who was 

also doing the Hobble so wanted to get her miles up too. I felt my running was going from strength to strength. Then, 

something popped up on Facebook, as it does....It was a link to The Rutland Marathon. I like it at Rutland Water, we’ve had 

family walks and cycle rides there, and Charlotte, my daughter now competes in windsurfing events there. I mulled it over 

for days, looking at all the details on their website. “Friendly....stunning scenery. ...” I entered. I looked up a 12 week training 

plan! I knew I would be able to get round but wanted to do it faster than walking pace so I pencilled on the calendar a few 

runs and printed off “the plan” for future reference. The Smugglers and Hobble seemed to fit roughly with it. I knew my 

knees would never stand up to the gruelling training needed to get a “good time” for a marathon, I was happy with a 

“prepare yourself and do as well as you can time”. 

(People have often asked me if i would ever do a marathon. When I joined the club having only run 5k, I was soon running 5 

then 6 miles, then did a half marathon then a 10k (yes, in that order!) Then, about 8 months after joining actually entered 

and completed The Dukeries ultramarathon. So, I never actually got round to a marathon and did nothing in a logical order).  

I kept my entry quiet as I wasn’t sure if I’d even make it to the start, all it needed was another illness and it would knock me 

off my tight schedule. I confided in Claire on one of our runs and she was amazing.so encouraging, and even entered the half 

marathon so she could help me on my way. The support of the rest of Team Bates was also promised on the day. Awesome! 

The plan was Claire was going to run the first half with me. However, we realised a few weeks before race day that the half 

and the full started at different times! The organisers were so helpful, when Claire emailed and explained, they sorted it for 

her to start with me. 

Race day arrived and an early start. We arrived at Rutland Water in good time and reasonable weather. However, before we 

even got to the numbers tent the heavens opened......oh no....We sheltered undercover till it eased off. All I prayed was it 

kept fine for the run....... 

We set off from Sykes Lane over the dam and past Normanton church. After about 6 miles the route turned and we had to 

run back the way we had come. It was slightly undulating.....The course became quite busy as by now the half marathon had 

set off and the team marathon. We passed Nigel heading in the opposite direction as he was running the half. The weather 

was a little dull and a bit damp. Seeing Team Bates gave us a big boost. They kept popping up unexpectedly to cheer me on 

all day! 

We passed the start and soon got to the point where Claire had to turn and run her final couple of miles back to the finish 

and I had to continue on to The Hambleton Peninsula, that’s the bit that sticks out into Rutland Water. We had a hug and I 

was away. I sorted some music and was pleased I’d borrowed Nigel's Aftershokz as once beyond the halfway point the field 

thinned out dramatically and I was running on my own pretty much the rest of the run. That made the appearance of Ian and 

the girls even more of a boost. I’d left a “runner’s needs” bag to delve into at 14 miles. I topped up my Tailwind bottles and 

grabbed a Lucozade. On round the Peninsula, the sun came out and it was a gorgeous afternoon. The scenery was 

stunning....and quite undulating. As my strategy was to get round, I walked the hills and enjoyed the view.  Ian rode his bike 

alongside for a few miles. “This is too nice to rush” he said, and he was right, it was stunning. He rode on and I met up with 

all Team Bates at 18 miles, by which time it was very hot and sunny. I was glad I’d put my hat in my bag. A little further on I 

met them again and they were coming to the aid of a young girl in quite a distressed state. She had no water or nutrition and 

borrowed a phone to call her dad. Team Bates to the rescue, however I don’t think she finished, but that’s another story. 

My Rutland Marathon  by Emma Morrison 
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I ran on to the checkpoint at mile 20. It started to spit with rain and the sky in the direction I was going was as black as 

ink.....it rained, it poured with rain. I had never run in such heavy rain, dressed in vest and shorts .......the rain ran off the 

peak of my hat. I just kept trotting, thinking more about my supporters than myself, they’d be soaked (little did I know I was 

in the worst of it and the rain wasn’t as bad back at base.) I had a mile or two of cramp in my thigh so had to walk a bit. Then 

I managed to trot on again. I had a surprise meet up with Team Bates again, I was soaking (soaked to my pants)! Ian and 

Edith cycled slightly ahead for a few miles, not far to go now, counting down from 6 rather than up from 20 seemed easier 

and motivational music was helping! Queen....” Don’t Stop Me Now” was a good one, and “Dancing Queen”! 

The last few miles were quite undulating! (I seem to have used that word a lot!!) It hadn’t been the easiest of runs! On 

nearing the finish, I could see my sister ,niece and Charlotte waving me on, Nigel was there and I gave him my watch to run a 

little Strava distance past the finish (I forgot to turn off robbing autopause!!).  Once I hit the grass at the finish my calves 

started to cramp. But I’d finished a marathon, something I never dreamt I’d do and in doing so I’d raised £497 for Alzheimer’s 

Research UK. I finished in a time of 5 hours 30 mins, which I was pleased with considering the leisurely way I’d approached 

the second half!! The weather was so very mixed, from damp to blazing summer to heavy rain in a few miles. For me, 

summer ended that afternoon. 

The support of Team Bates got me round and I’m immensely grateful to them. It’s a super well organised, friendly event and 

I recommend it.  I think the Team Marathon event would be great fun, may be one for CRC to consider? :0) 

Damp at the start!  

Scorching on The Peninsula 

Damp to my pants!! Smiles at the Finish!  
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Captain Lincolnshire, by camera shy legend Frankie Thomas 

 

Captain Lincolnshire - Man, Myth or Legend? 

Famed throughout the Wolds, his name is whispered around the streets of Caistor.  Yes, it is 

nigh impossible to track down this elusive character. Introverted, modest and humble are just 

some of the words never used to describe him.  So, what makes this runner tick?  

We asked Frankie Thomas ….or did we ask Captain Lincolnshire?........ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What would you like to improve about your running? 

All I can say is … you can’t improve on perfection.  And it wasn’t only me 

that said it.  

The Captain enjoys running with everyone, but gains a lot of his running 

powers by training with a top secret elite group, called  

Funboy 3 (feat. Margherita Moira). Folklore has it they have often been spotted fartlegging through Willingham Woods... 

 

 

 

 

What is your best running experience? 

During the London Marathon (pause for effect) for a good five minutes everyone was 

shouting and screaming ‘Go on Frankie!’ and ‘Go Frankie Boy!!’.  It was fantastic. I was 

saying thank you to everyone.  I was living the dream! Until I realised, I’d just overtaken 

Frank Bruno!  Anyway, my best experience was running with my dog Alfie.  We 

represented Team UK in the European Championships in the Czech Republic.  We 

finished 5th out of 10 in our race and 4th out of 10 in the relays.  Go go UK! Who let the 

dogs out!? 

And your worst? 

I once travelled 100 miles to Lancashire for a fell race, only for it to have been cancelled 
due to foot & mouth.  
I don't tend to have a negative outlook on life, my running is no different.  
One needs to take the positive from every running experience, it's how you learn, grow and become that better, more 
resilient athlete. This is the Captain Lincolnshire way. 

SPOTLIGHT ON…….. 

When did you start running and why? 

Well my lifestyle of wild women, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll meant I was unlikely to see 

30 so I decided to pursue a healthier life.  The first race I ever did was the 1985  

Humber Bridge Marathon. I trained for 14 weeks. It was in September and as an  

added incentive to get a good time it was my son Dean’s christening at 3.30pm that 

day!  

(Of course, I didn’t really give up the wild women which is how I landed the beautiful 

Tina.) 
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What is your top running tip? 

Get your wife interested in running, biking etc.  That way even when you are on holiday you 

can still go running whenever you like.  Also join a great running club and run with friends. 

Also, when you are in a race - always keep focussed and look what you are doing.  This is 

probably why I never seem to see any cameras, John Rainsforth or any street entertainers.  

It grieves me but what can you do? 

 

What are your running ambitions? 

I would love to compete in the world’s greatest race The 

Comrades Marathon in South    Africa (fingers crossed June 

2020) . Also Boston Marathon, Las Vagas Strip Marathon and my  

ultimate ambition is to do The San Francisco Budgie 

Smugglers half marathon! (Here is a picture of me doing a 

budgie smuggler run in The Lake District this summer ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank my  wonderful, loyal fans, and to  

advise…...Winners don’t do drugs. Thank you. 

 

So, there you have it.  The One and Only Captain Lincolnshire in his own words and        

pictures. 

Thanks for the interview Frankie. 
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///What3words by Nigel Morrison 

 

What 3 words is a revolutionary  global positioning system that uses 3 randomly selected words.  Each 

3m square in the world has a unique 3 word address that will never change. Great for identifying 

where you are when you are in the middle of nowhere.  

 

 

 

 

Download the what3words app from 

GooglePlay or Apple appstore or go to 

www.what3words.com 

 

Find a 3 word address 

1. Tap the search bar, enter a street address or place name, then select the correct search result.  

2. Zoom in, switch to satellite mode and drag the map to find the exact location you want. 

3. Tap the square you need to see its 3 word address displayed at the top of the screen. 

Search and get directions 

1. Enter the 3 word address in the format word.word.word into the search bar. Remember to add in 

the dots. 

2. Select the correct 3 word address. 

3. Tap ‘Navigate’. 

4. Get directions with your preferred navigation app 

 

You can click share and it will give you options to share the address. 

You can save the address if you want. 

W3W Is also a preferred means of identifying location by the emer-

gency services too. 

We will be adding ///W3W addresses to club runs when we are away 

from the club for an accurate location. 

DOWNLOAD IT TODAY! 

For example, the ///what3words for where we 

gather at the sports and social club is: 

///best.hails.jaundice 
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6 Peakers , 28th September 

Chester Marathon and Metric Marathon, 

October 6th 

Hedgehog Half, Normanby, October 6th 

Tissington Trail Half Marathon,  September 29th 

MORE CAUGHT ON CAMERA…... 
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Gruesome Twosome, October 12th 

Round Rotherham 50, October 12th 

York Marathon and 10 Mile, 

October 20th 

Amsterdam Marathon and Half Marathon, October 20th Brigg 10KPoppy Run , October 27th 
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Walking review of the year 

We are coming to the end of another great year of walking with CRC. There have been great views, good laughs, lovely 

companions to walk with and the full gamut of British weather to enjoy or contend with.  

It is difficult to pick out the most memorable times, but here are just a few high and low points that will give a flavour of our 

year. 

Walking across the beach on the Scarborough Rock on a lovely winter’s morning, hoping to get to the steps before the tide 

beats us to it, then climbing to the top of Oliver’s mount to get a birds eye view of the town. 

Enjoying a lovely early Spring walk in the Yorkshire Wolds on the Golden Fleece. Good food, good company and a lovely route.  

Standing at the top of Mansgate Hill on a misty morning, watching the low clouds hanging above the fields. 

Watching the sun go down from the top of Canada Lane. 

Seeing the great views at the top of Pelham’s Pillar 

Fighting our way along the non-existent field path and climbing through the fallen tree beside the beck at North Kelsey, only 

to find a far better path to come back by. 

Seeing hares tear across the fields on the top of the Wolds, listening to the birds and picking brambles from the hedges. 

Standing under the gazebo in Millington waiting to start the event. Trying to stay warm and out of the sleet, wishing we were 

tucked up bed. It hailed, it rained, it was windy, there were lots of climbs and descents to challenge us; but the sun came out, 

the views were great and the food was magnificent. We even got a cuppa tea half way round.  

Enjoying an ice cream in the park after a very hot Elsecar Skelter. 

Walking along the Yorkshire coast, then paddling in the sea at Robin Hood’s bay, before climbing the hill and sitting outside 

the Victoria Hotel with a cooling drink, to cheer in all the runners and walkers at the end of a very hot Smugglers Trod.  

Feeling very proud of John Young for doing the Kilburn Canter marshal's walk in the pouring rain after being drowned on the 

Spires and Steeples 2 weeks before and then doing Maravan in equally horrid conditions. 

Feeling inspired by all our walkers for continuing to challenge themselves, achieve their goals, whether large or small and 

keep on smiling through. 

 A merry Christmas to all and crossed fingers for a drier new year. 

 

WALKING IN THE WOLDS AND BEYOND CRC walking section report by Sue Burton 
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QUICK AND EASY BROWNIES   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ingredients 

¾ cup or 180 ml vegetable oil 

1 ½ cups  300 g  sugar  

1 ½ tsp pure vanilla extract 

3 large eggs 

3/4 cup  90 g flour 

1/3 cup 40 g plus 2 ½ tbsp. co-

coa 

¼ tsp baking powder 

¼ tsp salt 

(sometimes I add choc chunks) 

 

 

RUNNERS RECIPES This is a “got to try it recipe” sent in by Rachel Eyre. 

If you’ve tried Rachel’s brownies  you’ll know what I mean!  

Best Brownie ever! 

• Preheat oven to 180 degrees C  

• Grease a 9 x 9 square baking tin or line with baking 

parchment   

• Mix together the oil, sugar and vanilla extract 

• Add eggs and mix together well 

• Combine sieved flour, cocoa, baking powder and 

salt  

• Slowly add to the egg mixture until well combined 

• Pour the mixture into the tin and spread evenly 

• Bake for 25-30 minutes  (until a skewer comes out clean) 

Method 

RUN for CAKE!! 
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Kilburn Kanter Marshals 

Walk, October 26th 

The CRC Kilburn Kanter Team, November 2nd 

BEFORE….. AFTER….. 

Washington DC. Marine Corps Marathon ,27th October 

Worksop Halloween Half, October 27th 

Spooky Fancy Dress club run, October 31st 

Deepdale Dash, Barton,  November 3rd 

Maravan 2019, November 23rd 

CAUGHT ON CAMERA…. 
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 AND FINALLY……. 

Goodbye to Hirohiko  Matsukusa who embraced all things CRC!  

Sadly his work has taken him back to Japan. 

We’ll miss you Hiro x 

GOODBYE  HIRO! 

I hope you have enjoyed reading the latest newsletter. If you 

have any comments or suggestions, or any articles for future 

editions please send to: CRCrunningtimes@gmail.com 

I’m thinking book reviews folks?? A few paragraphs about a 

running related book for a regular feature? 

Without your material the newsletter wouldn’t happen….. 

Above all, get out, get running, doesn’t have to be far or fast,  

most importantly “RUN FOR FUN” (and cake) ! 

Coming up next issue!! 

CRC On Tour in Valencia!! 

Emma  


